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Manifesto

Dear neighbor,

Allow us to presume that, although we haven’t been formally introduced, you are aware of our 
existence, of the things we do… 

However, let us explain in more detail how we are working on your future house.

First of all, we understand this competition as a brainstorm of ideas for our future. Probably you 
will already know that, as architects, we have in our hands a huge responsibility which is to do not 
jeopardize the future of coming generations. 

We are aware that the construction industry is one of the main actors on greenhouse gases emis-
sions, releasing more than 36% of CO2 to the atmosphere, increasing the greenhouse effect and in 
consequence worsening the global warming.

It is for this reason that, at this moment, we are not so interested in a final problem-solving project, 
we are interested in investigating some architectural solutions that can be useful for our  professio-
nal life in order to face one of the main challenges of the upcoming years, the climate change. 

Dear neighbor, at this point we should tell you something that is important for us, we believe more 
in geometry than in technology. Geometry always stands, while technology changes at breakneck 
speed, becoming outdated really fast and not optimum anymore. As architects, we should claim the 
power of the geometry related to the environment, to the climate, to the USERS (you) and to the 
indoor conditions improvement more than a pure formalistic issue.  We, the architects, we should 
find tools in architecture to solve the problems and challenges that future will prepare for us  and 
become more and more independent of high technologies. We believe this way is the only one that 
architecture makes sense in the world we will have to live in.

However, that was not the only cornerstone when we started the renovation of your building. We 
are moving towards an increasingly individualised society.  By using new technologies, devices and 
social networks we are becoming more and more isolated human beings, really well connected to 
the digital world - having thousands of friends but not knowing all of them- and less connected to 
the physical world. 

Do you imagine yourself , for instance, being in a meeting with your boss by using some sort of vir-
tual-reality (what an oxymoron!!) while you are sitting on your sofa and an Amazon Drone delivers 
your food through your window?

Our second proposal for this renovation to break in a way this bubble in which we are getting in by 
promoting the relationship and meetings between the neighbours of your community. 
It is s for this reason, and you will understand, we took off the staircase from the middle of the buil-
ding and we placed all the circulations at the main facade building a buffering space where we also 
placed different platforms as common spaces in front of the facade. Those platforms also have an 
important role for the indoor climate conditions, but don’t be impatient! we will talk about it later.

Hyvinkää, 23th of april 2016



We want to create spaces where, if you want, you can know other people from the communi-
ty establish some synergies, have dinner together or just be with someone when the darkness 
besieges Finland during the winter. In addition, we think to share is a good way to decrease 
the resources we need. 

Anyway don’t worry, we are thinking this project as a privacy gradient from the street as the 
most public site, to the bed which is the most private one. 

Finally, dear neighbour, let us talk about you, the users and diversity. The day of your move, 
you will realise that the building is very different than it used to be. How it looks like; The 
way to live there and the people will be living there. We believe that diversity is the best 
way to create interesting interactions between the neighbours. And for this proposal, we de-
signed different types of apartments according to the different type of users. After analysing 
the surroundings and the environment we determined different potential users. (if you are 
interested you can check the situation plan we added at the end).

The first typology we designed was related with the retirement house that we can find on the 
back of our building. We thought that a good way to keep the dignity and self-sufficiency 
of the old people that for some reason have to go into a retirement house room is instead of 
going there, if the health conditions allow, share an apartment with other old people in the 
same situation. Then they can help each other if any weakness. This is also a way to redu-
ce resources they will need. All the apartments are adapted for wheelchairs and connected 
trough back-doors to the park and retirement house in case they need any facility from there. 
These old people at the same time have an important role in the community, they have time 
and experience to offer by taking care, for example, of the plants we are using in the buffe-
ring space in order to clean the air...

Next to the elderly apartments we are adding some duplex-type apartment for young cou-
ples. For us, this mixture is enriching for both sides. 

On the following floors, we are mixing family apartments, according to all the schools and 
kindergardens surrounding,  with studios that can be occupied by students from Laurea uni-
versity (15 min by bike)  for example.

Finally, we have been in contact with a start-up that will rent and take care of the basement. 
They are trying a new system based on small rental wooden room boxes  that are placed in 
spaces that the community is not using in order to be hired for a low price to people that are 
doing a temporal stage in Finland, like tourists; businessmen and ladies; people with less 
resources as students or even as emergency housing for example for refugees. And through 
this system, they will decrease the price of the renovation. However they will explain it 
better on the business plan...

We hope you understood our motivations and you will be happy in your new community.

Best regards,

P.S. Please, find attached on the following pages the detailed information of the whole re-
novation.



1rst. STEP. The facades. We identified the facades with more sun irradiation in order to 
act there and take the advantage to improve the indoor climate conditions. We will use 
thermal mass given by the recycled brick platforms and a buffering space to regulate 
the natural ventilation. 

2nd. STEP. The renovation starts. we took off the main facade and the staircases- whe-
re the lighting conditions where not really good.- All the circulation will be placed 
in the new social-buffering facade. we act on the other cold facades by adding more 
insulation  and decreasing the heat lost. 



3rd. STEP. The renovation concept. we replaced the old facade for a new one that 
works as a greenhouse. through this facade we want to control the natural ventilation 
of the building and also create a new social space for all the neighbors. The community 
living room. Furthermore, we added a 3 story indoor courtyard in order to improve the 
lighting, air and living conditions on the apartments. Underneath the courtyard floor 
slab we can find the duplex apartments.

4th. STEP. The crystalisation. The structure is a truss pillar made out of wood, able to 
store CO2 and trough a wooden substructure is holding the different recycled brick 
platforms and corridors. We decided to use brick in order to have thermal mass able to 
warm up the buffering space when the sun radiates the surface. On the south facade we 
are adding a new recycled brick facade with openings on the sides. During the summer 
time when we want to avoid the over-heating we can open both sides and take advan-
tadge of the winds. The glass facade is also openable from the differents social platfor-
ms.



Problems of Haka-Paavo 

Architectural problems 

The building is around 46 year’s olds and has the old fashioned layout. The apartments were small and has 
less option. Kitchen and bathroom are old and outdated. The building was antisocial without any social place 
for residence. 

Technical problems

The building has poor envelope due to which the loss in transmission is too high which increases the heating 
demand and heat load for building. The u-value of walls and facade are high and are in poor condition. The 
building has natural ventilation without ideal air circulation system. The indoor air quality and heating system 
are in poor condition. Building lacks alternative source of energy and has very high energy consumption. Win-
dows and door are also in poor condition. Overall the building lacks sustainability and consuming high energy.   

    

Technical renovation 

Building envelope

The Haka-paavo building has the huge amount of heat loss from its envelope. The recent heating demand for 
the building is 107 kWh (m2a) and the head load is 41 W/m2. The building area like exterior wall, basement 
wall floor slab, basement floor etc. are renovated by installing good insulation and vapour barrier and also tried 
to minimize the thermal bridge. The thickness of the wall are more now compared to old one. We used the old 
inner layer of reinforced concrete and pull out every other materials from the walls. If possible we combine 
those old insulation with new layer of insulation to gain good u-value from those area as well as try to main-
tain the sustainability by reducing pollution.  Just by adding some more insulation we were able to make huge 
change on u-value and were able to decrease heating demand of building. 
 

 

Technical plan



Windows    

The Haka paavo building windows are outdated. The building itself has lost of unnecessary windows so every 
window in the building need renovation. Windows selection is one of the difficult job to do because it plays 
the vital role to build you’re building passive. There was huge loss of energy through the window. Most of the 
windows have (1+1 single) glazing and has poor frame. 
We tried to minimize that heat loss and energy consumption by adding highly insulated windows with low 
u-value. In bedrooms we have used highly insulated automated windows facing south west with integrated 
ventilation. But for the main entrance and basement we tried to use the ordinary windows with high insulation.

amount window window type dimension (m) u-value w/(m2K)
60 Skaala alfa clean triple glazing 2,5*1,5 0,76
58 Skaala alfa clean triple glazing 2,5*1,5 0,76
3 Sky light dome (2+1) glazing 3*1,5 0,7
5 MS 12 *6 (2+1) glazing 0,6*0,6 0,7
5 MS 6*6 (2+1) glazing 0,6*0,6 0,7
10 MS 12*6 (2+1) glazing 0,8*0,6 0,7
7 MS12*6 (2+1) glazing 0,8*0,6 0,7

 

Figure: working mechanism of skaala alfa window (http://www.skaala.co.uk/en/index.html)

S.N. Components Capacity, Dimensions and Class

1 Electricity Connection 48V,30W
2 Filter Class Supply Filter F7
Exhaust Filter F5
3 Heat recovery Efficiency 80%
4 Capacity of a single unit 8 l/s
5 Device Size 950mm*140mm*83mm
6 Centrifugal DC-current fans 48V
7 Communication wired and wireless network

Figure: Technical details of the window



Doors

Exterior doors contribute in air leakage, wastage of heat energy through conduction especially when it is old, 
uninsulated, improperly installed and if the air sealing is done in a bad way. We had to overcome these pro-
blems in our building and tried to find the solution. Before renovation, doors were impacting a lot in raising the 
heating demand of a building. So instead of old doors, we replaced all of them with the highly insulated doors 
with low u-value. We also used the weather-stripping method to reduce the air leakage from the interior doors. 
In addition to insulation, silicone weather stripping helps to decrease the sound transmission to other apart-
ments. We are using fiberglass doors for the interior part because of its various features like durability, perfor-
mance, value and security. These type of doors are also considered better in terms of beauty. 

We have one entrance door which is frameless glass door with the dimension of 1.6m*2m.Exterior doors or 
entry doors are very important in terms of security and they have to withstand water, snow, sunlight, etc. That’s 
why the material of exterior door has to be able to withstand all these. Beauty is also the other factor which we 
should keep in mind because it can be seen from the street and everyone wants people to have nice feeling after 
seeing the main entrance doors. For the entrance doors we are using frameless glass doors because they are 
best at providing natural ventilation. A good quality frameless glass door acts as a sound barrier when closed 
and also protects from harmful UV rays.
  

Figure: Applying weather stripping in the interior door

Photovoltaic cell

Photovoltaic cell is the alternative source of energy for our building which also helps our building to make 
it greener. Previously the building has not use the solar panel. We found out the huge area on building roof 
was just a bare land so we decide to plant the solar panel on the roof of the building. Some people has strong 
opinion towards the solar panel that it decreases the beauty of the building so the roof was the perfect place to 
hide those solar panel.



-Technical information for solar panel and its positioning-

Technology Poly-Si 

Nominal current 8,07
Nominal voltage 40,30
Nominal power 325
Temperature coefficient short-circuit current 0,060
Temperature coefficient open-circuit current 0,360

Information from the module data sheet

Further specifications

latitude 60,2
Number of modules 60
Deviation from north 148
Angle of inclination from horizontal 45
Efficiency of inverter 80%

 

Result 

Annual yield of the inverter 15459 kWh
Annual losses due to shading 0
PE-value 0,3
Co2 equivalent value 67,1 g/kWh

Heating source

District heating 

District heating is the common system for heating the houses in Finland. It is one of the outstanding, efficient 
and environmental friendly energy for heating the building in Finland. It uses the heat energy generated from 
the electricity production.  For economic aspects we didn’t want to change the heating system inside the buil-
ding. Using district heating along with the renewable energy sources helped to decrease the heating demand 
from 47.8 kwh/m2 to 38.6kwh/m2.

kWh/a kWh/(m2a)
Final energy demand 
heat generation

Qfinal= Quse *Ea,dh 123026 47,8

Annual primary energy 
demand

86118 38,6

Annual CO2- equivalent 
emissions

29526 (kg/a) 9.2[kg/(m2a)]

 



Figure: District Heating System

Passive heating

Glass façade (Double skinned façade)

Double skin facade are getting popular among the investors and architects in many parts of the world. So we 
are trying to add the double skinned façade to our building and want to have some social place around the 
buffer zone. 
While choosing the glass material we choose the good glass which has better transmission of natural light, 
energy savings and protection from solar radiation. We find our solution on ‘SunGuard SN 70/37’ the glass 
material which we are using in our project because it meets the standard requirement. 
Benefits
• The need for artificial light reduces
• It has excellent thermal insulation
• It has remarkable Solar Protection 
• It is good for fully glazed façade and roof glazing

Brief feature

u-value 1,0
double glazing yes 
light transmission 70%
color rendering index 93
solar factor 37%

Thermal mass façade

We will have thermal wall in one side of envelope so that we can get heat during the night times of summer 
or even autumn. This thermal envelope wall helps to gain and store the heat in the day time and it will supply 
at the night. This type of wall is suitable in Finland as even in summer, nights are usually cooler compared to 
day. So we realize why not so to use this idea in our project. This kind of wall helps to reduce the heat demand 
of the buildings. 
Basically trombe walls are one layer of wall made of bricks or glass. They are just a normal wall with one layer 
of glass or brick outside the main wall leaving 4 inches space for air between them. In our building, we have 
used recycled brick. The brick used are more sustainable product and they will absorb the heat from the sun. 
The heat will pass slowly to the inner space when the temperature starts to decrease during the nights. This 



kind of wall actually does not depend on the orientation of the building. In our building it will be in northern 
part of the building.
How trombe wall works
Tromble wall consists of bricks walls and normal wall with insulation and free space for air. There must be two 
vents in the main wall i.e. one is at top and another one at the bottom of the air space. When the sunlight pass 
through the glass, the air in between the wall and glass starts to get warm and it slowly passes to the rooms 
through the wall. During the night time these vents must be closed so that there are no heat losses. This can 
be operable during 8 month in Finland. During the winter time especially in Finland, the air vents should be 
closed so that there is no more circulation of air through the outer space.
We will not have any kind of blockade objects near this wall so that it will get sunlight without any obstruction.  

Math
 
The energy consumption of electricity of the building before and after the renovation has drastic changes. 
The auxiliary electricity demand of the building was 6.1 KWh/m2 and we were able to reduce it to 5.1 KWh/
m2 .The energy needed for space and water heating was reduced from 135.9 KWh/m2 to 42.7 KWh/m2. The 
installation of photovoltaic cells has added 6 KWh/m2 to the building and can be used at home for different 
purposes which also helps to reduce the energy consumption of the building. The total energy demand of the 
building has been reduced from 142 KWh/m2 to 41.8 KWh/m2.

Calculating the final energy demand of the building electricity from renewable energy is accounted as nega-
tive.PE (Primary Energy) factor value for electricity and district heating are 1.7 and 0.7 respectively. These 
values are official values from the building construction code of Finland. When energy vectors are multiplied 
with PE factors and added before and after the renovation then we can find the actual primary energy demand 
reduction. In our case the primary energy demand reduction is 73%. 

Renewable energy share 11 % is calculated by subtracting total primary energy with renewable energy sources 
from the total primary energy demand and dividing it by total primary energy demand. 

Ventilation

We want some unique ventilation system for this project and we had so huge task to fulfill the requirements of 
passive house using natural ventilation which was quite difficult. But we want to use basic ideas of ventilation 
without using big machinery equipment’s. As the ventilation system in existing building is worse we want to 
remake new design of natural ventilation. To make our building passive house after the renovation, we are 
planning to use the ventilated windows for the bedrooms and common spaces so it helps to make the good in-
door quality inside the building and it will tremendously reduce the heat losses through the building envelope.
 
Solution

As we are going to remove all the stairs from inside so there will be more space for the air to circulated and 
pass through it. We as the energy concerned students; we will focus on advance natural ventilation on this 
building. As the roof is all higher than all bathrooms and kitchens, staff effect will be there, enabling hot air 
from kitchen passes through the upper parts of roof. 

Stack effects occurs due to air density and it occurs naturally so there is no need of energy to operate it. For 
better natural ventilation and smoke control of kitchen we will install actuators in top of each block. Actuators 
will help to outlet sufficient from kitchen or bathrooms to the roof of the buildings. It has good performance 
level and good energy efficiency. It’s the kind of decentralized system of ventilation in kitchen and bathrooms 
so that the fan will helps to get rid of hot air through the pipes to the roof. It is simple and effective form of 
ventilation in these areas. Exhaust grills can be installed in bathrooms. The fans run continuously maintaining 



silence levels. There will be some opening in the walls near the kitchen which can be controlled by device. It 
helps to supply fresh sir in the kitchen. Nominal air flows 9 l/s in the kitchen will be maintained through the 
control board on the kitchen.

  

Fig.2. Stack effect in natural ventilation and vent for kitchen exhaust air (2.)

We will install the monitoring devices which will measure the amount of air flow inside the building. Air 
quality will be maintained. For the inner space like bedroom and living room we are going to use Alfa clean 
windows which help to make the indoor quality a perfect place for living. 
There will be space for air to pass through the dome so it can be used as supply air for kitchen room. 

 Calculation of airflow affected due to wind flow 

Q_wind = K • A • V
Q_wind = airflow volumetric rate (m³/h)
K = coefficient of effectiveness (unit less, see below)
A = opening area, of smaller opening (m²)
V = outdoor uninterrupted wind speed (m/h) (3.)

Building after renovation

Removing the stairs and corridors from the original building helps to create free space in building which will 
be useful for day lighting. It will help to create more apace in apartments and we can have balconies there. We 
want to make sure that all the apartments will receive natural lights on two sides. Not only does this improve 
day lighting performance, but also it allows cross-ventilation throughout the year. 

Cooling units

During summer time being the highly insulated building the building will have overheating problem. The 
stand room temperature for the summertime is 25 degree Celsius.
Without the proper cooling system the building will have around 13% of overheating while with cooling sys-
tem the building have 1.4% of overheating which is slightly above the standard temperature. 



Methods

Unlockable windows

During summer time the glass façade have the windows which can be opened to produce natural ventilation 
and create air circulation. While opening the apartment windows can also help to decrease the apartment tem-
perature.
   
 Shading

The windows in the building will have the shadings to reduce the impact of direct sunlight during summerti-
me. The shading element are install 2,25m above the floor with the horizontal distance of 1m.
  
Consequences  

component Before renovation After renovation

space heating 

heating demand
heat load

107 kWh/(m2a)
41 W/m2

25 kWh/(m2a)
8 W/m2

space cooling

frequency of overheating (>25´C) 0,0% 1,4%

primary energy

DHW ,space-heating ,aux electricity 
reduction through solar electricity

138 kWh/(m2a)

97 kWh/(m2a)
0

78 kWh/(m2a)

38 kWh/(m2a)
6 kWh(m2a)

airtightness (n50) 2,0 (1/h) 0,6 (1/h)
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